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Most independent research cabinets are sceptical 
on US fiscal plan 
An adjustment of tax policy - a genuine reform - was 
certainly necessary to restore US corporates’ 
competitiveness and prevent further massive tax 
avoidance. For once, US President has smartly 
manoeuvred over the past quarter to get Republicans 
on his side in Congress. But the revised tax bill 
obtained last week is first and foremost a political 
victory for D. Trump. After having been under siege in 
domestic and international fronts for months, Trump 

scored, finally, his first legislative success. The more 
conservative faction of Republicans had hands forced 
on profligacy, as the plan does not include ¨triggers¨ to 
raise taxes in the future, if revenues were to miss 
estimates. Middle-class voters will probably be 
ultimately hurt. But Trump’s outstanding ability to 
persuade electors -  and use medias to turn water into 
wine - may alleviate their burden, possibly to the 
chagrin of Democrats in 2018. 
The Saturday-released bill draft is of much lower 
magnitude than Trump’s original plan. This is not ¨big, 
beautiful fat tax cuts¨. It features drastic tax cuts for 
corporations and more modest reductions for individual 
tax payers. It does not stimulate domestic investment 
and it will amplify US trade deficit. Generalized tax cuts, 
fuelling stronger growth of domestic demand is not 
what a US mature economic cycle required.  This plan 
is short-term focused and raises the odds of higher 
inflation expectations and long-term interest rates, 
spelling a tentatively more delicate normalisation of Fed 
policy. It actually accentuates risks of a spiralling-up of 

public debt. The financing of this package is very 
dependent of buoyant future economic growth...   
Trump victory is no protection against further and 
inevitable Mueller investigations 

A concerted attack against cash 
Cash is the ultimate safe haven, the usual de-
correlated asset of last resort. It is also a means of 
action and a symptom of economic agents’ mood for 
central banks. Developments of the ¨preference for 
liquidity¨ used to be a pillar of economic textbooks in 
former… centuries! Things changed dramatically. A few 
major central banks have imposed negative rates. India 
forced the demonetization of the country. Digital say 
crypto-currencies are invading the monetary spectrum, 
putting governments, central banks and financial 

services sector in front of a severe challenge. Adopt, by
-pass, condemn, or forbid it? No one knows for sure, of 
course.  
The ¨blockchain¨ technology is a new paradigm which 
will feature an accelerating digitalization i.e. transform 
the nature and circulation of money over near time  
 
Low odds of a policy mistake 
US fiscal plan will add little extra-growth to the US. But 
it will raise the budget deficit and possibly also 
concerns on its refinancing. A lower deductibility of 
interest rates expenses is also a meaningful change 
having potentially important consequences on 
leveraged economic agents and possibly on housing. It 
must be monitored carefully.  This plan doesn’t solve at 
all the trade deficit, quite the opposite! Risks of a ¨trade 
war¨/ unilateral tariffs are on the rise. On the positive, if 
fixed capital investment was to accelerate markedly, it 
would result in higher productivity and wages, which 
may fuel much higher long-term rates and USD. This is 
a very friendly economic scenario for 2018, and 

possibly 2019. On the flip-side a) it would absorb the - 
net - investable $ liquidity and b) reduce the durability 
of the cycle (and raise the odd of a US slowdown / 
recession in 2019/2020). 
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Japan and Europe are intensifying efforts to complete 
their free trade deal. Most obstacles seem to have 
been removed. This will actually open a large economic 
zone of about 30% of world GDP and cover about 
600m people. China economic transition is doing fine 
so far. Granted, the party fired on all cylinders 
(monetary and fiscal) up to summer 2017. Some - 
welcome - policy re-calibration is underway, paving the 
way for a measured slowdown in 2018. We do not 
expect the excess leverage of the private sector to turn 
into a disarray, as policy makers will effectively use 

carrots and batons policy to avoid it.  
 
Watch for an eventual cyclical rebound  
We expect a cyclical rebound to occur in 2018, but no 
regime changes i.e. no inflation spiral à la 70’s/80’s. 
The (structural) Great Divergence, between services 
(inflating) and goods (deflating), is set to continue. Two 
(new) fundamental drivers may gradually affect long-
term inflation trend, protectionism and China.  
 
Short-term, the US government seems to favour a 
pragmatic approach, namely with its strongest trade 
partners (say in Asia if not in Europe). Watch for 
negative developments on North-Korea. US may try to 
use the trade / financial weapon – i.e. impose tariffs – 
to twist Xi’s arm. A possible dramatic outcome of 
NAFTA talks would also deserve attention in this 
respect.  
China exited a deflationary regime. The party’s long-
term plan should reinforce this trend with a focus on 
modernizing the economy and on innovation, higher-

value added services, which spell higher wages. Beijing 
has also opted for the internationalisation of the Yuan, 
spelling a de facto de-pegging to the dollar. A currency 
war is therefore less likely. In short, the global 
deflationary wave coming from China is waning. 
 

But structural deflationary forces remain in place, i.e. a 
low support from demography (ageing populations), 

below average productivity, ¨technology¨ / automation 
and a huge debt burden (public and private). These 
headwinds will hopefully be challenged by a significant 
cyclical rebound of CPI’s, allowing for central banks to 
further engage in their tentative normalisation.  
 
 
 

Oil in the context of Winter Olympic Games 
For sure, China formal engagement to address air 
pollution 2030 and a worldwide adoption of electric cars 
represent a severe headwind for oil producers. The 
technology progress by US shale producers is another 
fundamental game-changer. Most of the sector’s blue-
chips are now hastily preparing for this inevitable long-
term disruption. Market has shifted from an oligopoly 
(led by OPEC) to a global competitive pricing system.  
Still, the fact remains that global oil consumption will 
remain elevated for years for many reasons. A break in 

supply would mechanically push prices much higher. 
Middle-East is one place where supply breaks may 
occur if Iran and Saudi where to confront directly. 
Upcoming winter games in South-Korea are tricky too. 
US is indeed pushing hard for an oil embargo of North-
Korea. This may prove a defendable prelude to a US 
military strike. The snag is that oil supply to the rogue 
State is ensured by China. Most of it comes from 
cargos and from the 20 miles ¨Friendship Pipeline¨ 
crossing the Yalu river.  In 2003, China cut oil supply 3 
days after North-Korea fired a missile (…) into waters 
near Japan. What’s going to happen ahead of South-
Korea Winter games?  
Geopolitical tensions may well rise pretty soon… 
 
All good and well. But waning volatility spelled high 
risk appetite… 
On the macro side, we expect the disinflationary boom 
regime to continue. We barely modified our mapping of 
the 4 largest economic giants (see figure 1) compared 
to last Fall. We re-confirm the ¨neither too hot, nor too 

cold¨ sort of a macro environment for the coming 
quarters. Global cyclical developments over next 
quarters will be very positive, as world growth is gaining 
significant speed. The recent print of +4,5% in T3 
actually exceeds the long term run rate (of 
approximately 3,8%). World expansion is expected to 
hover around 4%+ in 2018, with a homogenous pattern. 
The recent regime of very low volatility of expansion will 
not be challenged before 2019 earliest 
 
Private individual investors have been rushing into risky 
assets for a couple of quarters now. The equity bull 
market used to be the most unloved across history, up 
to the Spring 2017. Things have changed markedly 
since then. A very long period without any significant 
market correction (the whole 2017) fuelled high 
confidence, if not a ¨sense of invincibility¨ among 
amateur investors / weak hands. Bitcoin is discussed in 
coffee-shops! 
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Crypto-currencies threaten the ¨system¨  
Let’s face it, demand for such ¨crypto¨ investment 
vehicle is huge, whatever the (bad) reasons are. Money 
is flooding into it. So far, Bitcoin proved surprisingly 
resilient. Incidentally, Bitcoin has neither suffered a 
major security breach (yet), nor suffered from ICO ban 
from China. A satisfactory launch of CBOE futures on 
Bitcoin would raise the odds of larger acceptance by 
institutions.  
Money is power, and governments hate losing power. 
With all due respect to J. Stiglitz (2001 Nobel Price 

winner) Bitcoin can’t simply be outlawed. But the 
defence is organizing around several axes. Central 
banks are contemplating issuing their own crypto-
currency. Russia has set the stage for the registration 
of ¨mega-miners¨, therefore tracking and taxing them (if 
not ultimately depriving them). Indonesia and Vietnam 
actually banned crypto-currencies. US Congress is 
contemplating including crypto currencies into money 
laundering law (senate bill S.1241). 
Governments will fight harder and harder to contain 
crypto-currencies 
Industries of accounting, audit, and financial services 
are the primary victims  
 
Tech Giants infiltration penalizes the Start-up 
ecosystem  
Amazon has disrupted classical retailing segments one 
by one. In 2017, it went further, by initiating a war on 
groceries, with the take-over of Whole Foods. It is now 
targeting the pharmacy market. It actually gained 
approval from a number of state pharmacy boards to 
become a wholesale distributor. But Tech Giants are 

put a visible lid on entrepreneurs’ initiative. Seed-stage 
funding transactions lately collapsed by 40% in the 
Silicon Valley! 
 

We observe several tentative reactions around different 
axis:  
US lawmakers are attempting to regulate online 
advertising activities via two bills: a) the Honest Ads Act 
(HAA) – October 2017 - and b) the Stop Enabling Sex 
Traffickers act (SESTA) - August 2017 -.  
Government bans are more likely to emerge in the 
future and new laws may actually restrict M&A activity.  
US is contemplating the enforced classification of 
certain companies (Uber as a Taxi company, Google 
and Facebook as media companies, AirBnB as a hotel 

company) which would impose them the relevant sector 
regulations.  
Top academicians are floating the idea of forcing 
Facebook and the likes to give back consumers the 
ownership of their own data / ¨social footprint¨, or 
obliging them to share it with competitors. 
A break-up of big giants could be justified, because of 
their de facto monopolistic / oligopolistic positions 
Outrageous power of Tech Giants needs a – regulatory 
- counterbalance 
Europe may participate in this process, like it already 
did in Q1 2004 with Microsoft 
 
INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE 

 

 We do not expect the ¨Great Rotation¨ out of 

bonds to happen soon. Still uncertainty is 
definitely growing for expensive fixed income 
markets.  

 We consider that the equity bull market has 

more room to go in coming years.  

 Investors’ euphoria and gregarious instinct 

need to dissipate to avoid dangerous bubble 
formations. Some short-term / tactical restraint 
in terms of asset allocation makes sense in 
this sort of environment 

 
 ASSET ALLOCATION 
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